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Demons on the Couch
2019-01-03

belief in possession including from demonic forces has ancient roots and continues into the modern world especially among certain communities this has been shown in
books movies places of worship and in the therapy office this book traces the global history of possession and looks at ways contemporary mental health professionals
can help a person who believes themselves to be possessed written especially for clinicians but interesting to a wide variety of readers this book uses a variety of
disciplines including cultural studies psychology and personal experiences to try and understand the phenomenon from as wide a perspective as possible including
interviews with exorcists from various backgrounds both believers and sceptics will find this to be a fascinating study of a controversial topic

The Bastard on the Couch
2005-05-31

the husband of the bitch in the house responds with a collection of original essays in which male writers describe what men desire need love and loathe in their
relationships and in the world today cathi hanauer s bestselling the bitch in the house 26 women tell the truth about sex solitude work motherhood and marriage spurred
a national conversation about the level of friction in contemporary marriages and relationships now her husband daniel jones has rallied the men for the literary
equivalent of the full monty in which twenty seven thoughtful passionate and often hilarious men lay it bare when it comes to their wives and girlfriends their hopes and
fears enough with pop psychiatrists telling us why men lie cheat and want nothing more than to laze around the house in front of the tv enough with women wondering
aloud at increasing volume why the men in their lives behave the way they do the time has come for men to speak for themselves many of the husbands and fathers in
these pages contemplate aspects of their personal lives they ve never before revealed in print they kick open the door on their marriages and sex lives their fathering
and domestic conflicts their most intimate relationships and situations yet unlike the average meat and potatoes father who still rules the roost these men are grappling
with new ideas of manhood some they are going after and grabbing and others that are being thrust upon them by a changing world powerful heartfelt and irreverent
the bastard on the couch is a bold unprecedented glimpse into the dark corners and glaring truths of modern relationships that is guaranteed to amuse entertain enrich
and provoke

Meryl Streep
2019-12-07

meryl streep is a hollywood icon a political activist a twenty plus oscar nominated actress and a mystery the devil wears prada kramer v kramer julie julia mama mia
sophie s choice meryl does it all but who is she when the camera stops rolling what are the thoughts that she keeps hidden enter dr darcy dale the most successful



psychoanalyst in new york city dr dale has treated a number of the most famous and exceptional women in the world marilyn monroe jackie o and barbra streisand have
all managed to find their way to the doorstep of this psychoanalyst s office fully aware of dr dale s notability streep decides to pay her a call but not for psychiatric
treatment the actress hopes to observe dr dale as a means of preparing for her next role as a psychoanalyst the two strike a deal streep will undergo analysis herself just
as psychoanalysts must do as part of their education in the newest installment of her on the couch series dr alma h bond gives us a seat on the couch next to meryl as
the actress prepares for her next role and dr dale performs an analysis of one of hollywood s most talented actresses what follows is one of the most thorough and
comprehensive biographies of meryl streep in this detailed guide to all that made meryl anything you have ever wondered is chronicled in dr dale s session notes in
depth research spanning streep s ancestry childhood college years romantic entanglements and more all finds its way onto these pages anyone who has ever wanted to
learn more about meryl streep as a person or has an interest in her acting methods will undoubtedly lap up this book s fascinating contents meryl streep on the couch
offers what no other biography can a psychoanalytic perspective into the life and mind of meryl streep while the media gives us the most versatile and amazing actress
of her generation dr bond gives us the mother the wife the woman

On the Couch 2008
2007-09

why are so many of the superhero myths tied up with loss often violent of parents or parental figures what is the significance of the dual identity what makes some
superhuman figures good and others evil why are so many of the prime superheroes white and male how has the superhero evolved over the course of the 20th and
early 21st centuries and how might the myths be changing why is it that the key superhero archetypes superman batman wonder woman spider man the x men touch
primal needs and experiences in everyone why has the superhero moved beyond the pages of comics into other media all these topics and more are covered in this
lively and original exploration of the reasons why the superhero in comic books films and tv is such a potent myth for our times and culture

Superman on the Couch
2004-01-01

it has been mere days since the brilliant children of the young inventors guild escaped from the clutches of the horrible komar romak they ve escaped with their lovely
and caring schoolteacher miss brett with their long absent parents and with their bizarre captors protectors or both the mysterious men in black and now they travel by
train destined for parts unknown but a note torn from the hand of a dead man in a new york tunnel guarantees that safety is an illusion when the children s world is
blown apart life will never be the same again soon the children jasper and little lucy modest from london england wallace banneker from new york united states noah
canto sagas from toronto canada and faye vigyanveta from delhi india find themselves in the ancient italian village of solemano deep in a mystery that spans centuries
as they inch toward the truth of the men in black and the secrets they keep one terrible fact remains komar romak is still out there he s still after them for reasons they
can t even begin to imagine and he knows exactly where they are from the rolling plains of america to the wide open waters of the atlantic through the strait of gibraltar



to a remarkable village in the hills of abruzzo italy the ravens of solemano or the order of the mysterious men in black the second book of eden unger bowditch s young
inventors guild trilogy is an adventure like no other as the children draw ever closer to the answers to the mysteries that surround them

Marilyn Monroe: on the Couch
2013-10

analyzes barack obama s behavior to explain the apparent disconnect between his campaign promises and presidential choices drawing on factors from his past to
illuminate the role of unconscious thoughts on the administration of his policies

Obama on the Couch
2012-05

the circle nine friends from high school nine friends for life they had been in their final years of school when it happened there was a party shaunna didn t know who he
was she could only vaguely remember where she d been and what she d been up to and tried to let the memory slip away with the hangover four weeks later she was
certain that night was going to be with her forever josh sandison has spent his lifetime trying to keep his friends together never forgiving himself for being the one to
push george away now in their thirties they reunite in a bid to help shaunna s daughter establish her father s identity but there are secrets and lies that have been lived
too long with the power to destroy friendships for good season one in the hiding behind the couch series there are two prequels beginnings and ruminations which can
be read at any point during the series the story continues in no time like the present season two

Hiding Behind The Couch
2012-07-07

popular psychology why we re unhappier compared with 1950 despite being richer from bestselling author of affluenza oliver james

Britain on the Couch
1998

couchsurfing is a global community of over a million people in 232 countries that offers couches beds and body sized horizontal surfaces via the internet for fellow



members to bunk down on for the night fleur britten sunday times features writer is about to lose her couchsurfing virginity starting out in moscow and taking the trans
siberian railway with a couple of stops in siberia and ulan ude she ll then fly to beijing and travel through china crossing into kazakhstan followed by ubekistan finding
couches in the unlikeliest of places finally arriving back in london to play host to other couchsurfers with the promise of couch available rarely entailing a couch alone
with stories of meals unofficial local tours and a family like welcome she will explore the unique couchsurfing community and so called couchsurfing spirit what motivates
people to invite strangers to sleep on their sofas how is it possible to couchsurf and stay safe and what is it that is it that has made couchsurfing such a phenomenon this
is an adventure of kindness that will lead fleur to meet the most unusual people and visit the most unexpected places combined with revealing candid images this
promises to be much much more than your average travelogue

On the Couch
2009

haben sie mal 5 minuten dann lesen sie los lernen sie mit 20 kurzen und einfachen englischen geschichten england und seine bewohner kennen unbekannte wörter kein
problem erschließen sie neue englische vokabeln und wortfamilien mit anschaulichen und liebevoll illustrierten mind maps einfacher geht s nicht

PONS 5 Minuten-Lektüre Englisch A1 - The Couch Potatoes
2023-07-10

dr brian manifold exhibits aberrant behavior to escape his catatonic wife and horrible past worried he may be a threat to himself and others he is sent to therapy nothing
could prepare anyone for the truth that will be revealed

Lying on the Couch
1996

new from the artist and photographer behind out of the studio and in the studio an artful and erotic new collection of nude portraits the setting is a couch in tom bianchi
s living room upon this couch a number of models each take their turn each engaged in his own form of erotic play either alone or with an equally alluring partner bianchi
s gorgeous compositions evoke both the formal sensuality of his subjects as well as their raw sexual appeal in full colour throughout



On the Couch
2005-09-01

cathleen schine meets lucinda rosenfeld in this wonderfully written debut novel about a woman struggling to make sense of her past in order to create a meaningful
future kara caine lawson has worked hard to become the woman she is wife mother and successful shop owner having survived a turbulent childhood kara understands
that life could ve just as easily gone another way and even if she isn t gliding through the trials of lost library books entitled customers and routine date nights at least
she s not sipping a dewar s all day like her mother did but then kara unexpectedly encounters paintings by her now famous college boyfriend just as she s beginning to
suspect that her daughter henny s difficulties may be the sign of something serious and all of her past decisions are thrown into dramatic relief kara s narration at turns
heartbreaking and hilarious captures the imperfect thoughts we have about ourselves and those around us rebecca land soodak s debut novel asks the difficult questions
about the choices we make while revealing the minute details that end up defining our lives

On the Couch
2002

after going for more than a year without a date a record in new york city marlowe riddle has finally met a broodingly sexy sharply intelligent man who is clearly
interested in making more than polite conversation the only problem joseph kain is an nypd detective clearly under the mistaken impression that marlowe is a call girl
but while marlowe does take money for spending time with strangers in her expensive upper west side apartment she s a psychologist not manhattan s answer to the
mayflower madam a fact she has no intention of telling joe at least not until she finishes her research project on the behavioral effects of disguising identity but marlowe
s not the only one trying to secretively gain information and it s becoming increasingly unclear who is seducing whom because sometimes the only way to learn what a
man really wants is to get him on the couch

Henny on the Couch
2012-03-27

how the couch became an icon of self knowledge and self reflection as well as a site for pleasure transgression and healing the peculiar arrangement of the
psychoanalyst s office for an analytic session seems inexplicable the analyst sits in a chair out of sight while the patient lies on a couch facing away it has been this way
since freud although as nathan kravis points out in on the couch this practice is grounded more in the cultural history of reclining posture than in empirical research
kravis himself a practicing psychoanalyst shows that the tradition of recumbent speech wasn t dreamed up by freud but can be traced back to ancient greece where
guests reclined on couches at the symposion a gathering for upper class males to discuss philosophy and drink wine and to the roman convivium a banquet at which



men and women reclined together from bed to bench to settee to chaise longue to sofa kravis tells how the couch became an icon of self knowledge and self reflection
as well as a site for pleasure privacy transgression and healing kravis draws on sources that range from ancient funerary monuments to furniture history to early
photography as well as histories of medicine fashion and interior decoration and he deploys an astonishing array of images of paintings monuments sculpture
photographs illustrations new yorker cartoons and advertisements kravis deftly shows that despite the ambivalence of today s psychoanalysts some of whom regard it as
infantilizing the couch continues to be the emblem of a narrative of self discovery recumbent speech represents the affirmation in the presence of another of having a
mind of one s own

On the Couch
2004-06-15

bringing together the two volumes of bianchi s photographs of men letting their inhibitions drop in one volume for the enjoyment of fans

Life On The Couch
2017-09-01

in his 1889 novella the kreutzer sonata lev tolstoy declared war on human sexuality having fathered thirteen children by his wife and at least two children by peasant
women the great russian writer now has the arrogance to suggest that people should stop having children psychoanalysis of tolstoy s diaries and other private materials
reveals that tolstoy s anti sex position was grounded in a sadistic attitude towards women including his wife sonia and a punishing masochistic attitude towards himself
these feelings in turn were related to the trauma of maternal loss in tolstoy s early childhood

On the Couch
2007

if television programming is normally considered a wasteland then the sopranos may be thought of as a jungle richly colored teeming with life dark with mystery the
sopranos on the couch is a must for all who are already caught up in the excitement as well as for viewers who are coming to the show for the first time yacowar helps us
understand exactly why we can t get enough of tony soprano and that colorful mafia family that we hate to love and often love to hate this pop culture sensation is not
only the most controversial series on television but also the most provocative thoughtful and complex its language and themes have stretched the norms of commercial
television many characters and phrases having entered our everyday life the sopranos on the couch is the first book to provide a compact lively and authoritative
examination of each episode and season the themes inside jokes and allusions thereby putting the series into a broader cultural context



On the Couch
1998-07-08

over two million girl scouts worldwide owe their membership to its founder juliette low a woman who as a girl growing up in the post civil war south refused to accept
that girls couldn t do everything boys could whether angrily defending her friend against taunts of schoolmates or rescuing a kitten from the highest branches of a tree
low possessed the spirit and strength of character that would lead her in adulthood to act as a world famous advocate for girls children will experience low s joy at the
gift of her very own horse feel her excitement at attending her first dance and share her frustration with being thrust in to the role of a well behaved 19th century young
lady who would rather have been riding creating sculptures or climbing

Tolstoy on the Couch
2006-11-28

a friendly and affirming collection of 52 secular essays with interactive journaling prompts for those seeking spiritual connection and comfort outside the confines of
organized religion in sermons on the couch cindy gentry offers weekly sermons that meet people where they are whether religious or spiritual agnostic or atheist instead
of references to deities her lessons are placed in the context of a force in the universe instead of biblical quotes she uses the wise words of celebrities scientists poets
and thinkers rather than traditional hymns she closes each sermon with suggested popular songs from across genres at the end of each sermon she offers journal
questions to guide further contemplation of the weekly topic for example the book s opening sermon is titled resolutions to avoid the self criticism that comes from not
following through on resolutions cindy suggests reframing them into more general goals such as becoming a happier healthier person improving relationships and
making the world a better place journal questions prompt reflection on past experiences with resolutions and what the reader might do differently this year and the
hymn selection for this sermon is new beginning by tracy chapman writes cindy so that is my mission to enjoy a laugh and a song but most of all to remind people each
week despite the crazy ups and downs of life that they are perfect in their imperfections the universe loves them unconditionally and that we can hold on to each other

The Sopranos on the Couch
2007

a novel of psychiatry featuring the trials of the men who practice it one ends up before an ethics panel because he used sex to cure a woman s problem another is being
seduced by a woman seeking his fall



Tigger on the Couch
2023-07-18

in this candid conversational memoir actress lorraine bracco openly reveals the details of her struggle with depression the treatment that helped her triumph and her
experience playing psychiatrist dr jennifer melfi on hbo s the sopranos the role that helped to save her life here lorraine shares the deeply personal story of her spiral
into and back from the depths of depression how she finally got the help she needed her marriages and brutal custody battle her determination to be a good mother and
her refusal to be marginalized in a society obsessed with youth and beauty i hope my story encourages people to come forward and get the help they need i want to help
others to do what i did to let go of the shame and the fear when i was depressed i wallowed in the idea that the best part of my life was over i blew it i took the wrong
path and this was what i got what i deserved thank god i got help before i went too far down that road there s help it s treatable getting treatment for depression was the
best decision i ever made going public about it was the second best

Sermons on the Couch
1996-07-11

despite the proven benefits of emotional intelligence organizational life has typically been hostile to the inner world of feeling rationality is deemed superior to feeling
which can contaminate judgment but without feeling there is no passion and no action this book sets out to change people and organizations for the better by revealing
the dark side of leadership behaviour and its impact on performance tapping into the startling parallels between the journey to emotional intelligence the process of
psychoanalysis the practice of leadership coaching and the zen journey to enlightenment renowned thinker manfred kets de vries helps executives consultants and
coaches to peel back the layers of self deception and reveal how inner personality largely hard wired since early childhood affects the way they lead and manage others

Lying On The Couch
2006-06-06

tales from the couch is collection of actual case studies and a primer on psychopathology as well as a captivating reflection on the human condition drawn from dr bob
wendorf s thirty six year career years as a clinical psychologist the book examines the lives of some of his most troubled patients in a project that aims to both educate
and fascinate the reader clinical syndromes are described and dramatized by real life case examples altered only as necessary to protect patient confidentiality each of
the sixteen chapters focuses on a particular psychiatric diagnosis including multiple personality disorder asperger s and add the clinical picture and symptoms are
described and explained then brought to life by case examples taken from the author s practice dr wendorf presents the cases as a series of narratives some dramatic
some humorous most quite poignant along the way the author offers his own reactions to the people and events described here and application to the general human



condition as well tales from the couch offers compelling stories of extraordinary people clinical conditions and events both in and out of the therapy hour while providing
insights into the nature of human beings mental illness and the psychotherapeutic enterprise

On the Couch
2006-09-22

for those who have ever thought they were too old or too unfit to finish a triathlon from couch potato to endurance athlete will prove that it is never too late to compete
this is a story about overcoming life s obstacles from injury and business trouble to grief and loss and everything in between hilary topper was a 48 year old working
mother who once upon a time had practically failed high school gym class she was working 60 plus hours a week running a small business her focus was on others her
children her aging parents and her staff in the meantime her weight kept increasing and she was unhappy with the way her life was going she needed a change to turn
things around she joined a gym for the first time in her life this book will take you on hilary s decade long journey as she trains for and runs her first 5k swims the aqua
blue waters of the caribbean cycles a hilly course in milwaukee learns how to run walk her way through the new york city marathon and competes in her first triathlon in
sanibel florida you will be right with hilary as she narrates each experience even a 5 5 mile swim in the murky waters of long island hilary s story will move motivate and
inspire you will laugh and cry as you follow her on her journey even if you don t start out as an endurance athlete after reading this book you will walk away feeling that
no matter what happens you can cross the finish line too

The Leader on the Couch
2015-11-24

with help from monk s agoraphobic brother his loyal assistant natalie tackles her own investigation while adrian monk tracks a second hand couch that seems tied to a
series of murders following a bloody trail natalie and monk soon end up face to face with the most ruthless killer they ve ever encountered

Tales from the Couch
2022-08-01

drawing upon a vast literature in psychoanalytic journals and either upon shakespeare s characters themselves or alluding to those characters in the course of other
topics this book discusses eight of shakespeare s plays and the relationships between the main characters in them psychoanalytic and literary approaches sometimes
diverge but they can also concur in seeing characters either as true examples of different psychological states and types of relating or as symbolic of aspects of the
personality the chapters contain many references to psychoanalytic interpretations from freud onwards although these cannot be proved and in some cases are over



stretched there will be times when psychoanalytic criticism rings bells in the reader the importance of this book lies in its drawing together from a large number of
disparate sources many of which will be inaccessible to those who do not have access to the journals or psychoanalytic databases it is nonetheless relevant for
counsellors and therapists as well as for those interested in literature particularly in shakespearean studies

From Couch Potato to Endurance Athlete
2003-08

barbra streisand has been a show business staple for decades from funny girl and hello dolly to the way we were and more recently the fockers franchise whether
gracing a stage screen or album cover barbra s iconic silhouette is a globally familiar image we know barbra the star but how well do we know barbra the woman in dr
alma h bond s latest installment of her on the couch series dr darcy dale a renowned new york city psychiatrist whose expertise has been sought by such larger than life
women as jacqueline onassis kennedy marilyn monroe and hillary clinton is confronted by barbra dismayed after 30 years of minimally successful therapy over the
course of a year dr dale conducts an intimate psychoanalysis breaking through ego defense mechanisms and repressions to go deep into the heart and mind of one of
america s last remaining superstars

English Patents of Inventions, Specifications
2011-06-07

in this widely ranging collection of essays a group of contemporary psychoanalyst authors turn their finely honed listening skills and clinical experience to plumb the
depths and illuminate themes of character drama myth culture and psychobiography in some of the world s most beloved operas the richly diverse chapters are unified
by a psychoanalytic approach to the nuances of unconscious mental life and emotional experience as they unfold synergistically in opera s music words and drama opera
creates a unique bridge between thought and feeling mind and body and conscious and unconscious that offers fertile ground for psychological exploration of profound
human truths each piece is written in a colorful and non technical manner that will appeal to mental health professionals musicians academics and general readers
wishing to better understand and appreciate opera as an art form

On the Couch 2004
2008

ever since freud put religion on the couch in the future of an illusion there has been an uneasy peace with occasional skirmishes between these two great disciplines of
subjectivity as prime meaning givers god and the unconscious have vied for supremacy in our thinking about ourselves especially our thinking about our human nature



our moral stature and our destiny freud in his bold manner found projection fear and denial to be the wellspring of religion s domination over man in analogous fashion
those giving primacy to the soul over the unconscious have long dismissed psychoanalysis as mechanistic reductionistic and hence inadequate to the examination of
spirituality soul on the couch is premised on the belief that discourse about the soul and discourse from the couch can inform and not simply ignore one another it brings
together scholars and psychoanalysts at the forefront of an interdisciplinary dialogue that is vitally important to the growth of both disciplines their essays are not only
models of reflective inquiry they also illuminate the syntheses that emerge when analysts and scholars of religion bridge the gap that has long separated them and
speak to one another

Mr. Monk on the Couch
2018-10

continuing in the tradition of dr seuss stephen j hemenway created the slouch in the couch series of childrens learning books as a means of encouraging children to read
while teaching them strong moral values using fun rhymes and brilliant illustrations hemenway has built an impressive world around the slouch in his spare time
including a publication called the slouch kids club newsletter the slouch in the couch website which is updated frequently at slouch org and the slouch in the couch
children s corner band which performs at local events such as city functions picnics and amusement parks you can also hear the bands original music for free at slouch
org slchband htm

Shakespeare on the Couch
2022-06-01

when did everyone else s time and energy become more important than yours in a poignant account of a life gone crazy busy sit on the couch with this 37 year old wife
mother business owner and overachiever as she takes a long hard look at the life that has evolved around her with the help of a christian life coach the journey to
renewal is filled with lessons on relationships priorities and life purpose in sharing in the journey you will learn how a little candle can go a long way how to set
boundaries on your time and energy how feeling guilty is sometimes a good thing the art of effective conversation and communication how to regain the sanity that
somehow escapes the busy professional working motherlessons from the couch is a 118 page beautifully bound 4 5 x 6 5 printed hardcover book small enough to be
read in one sitting big enough to make a difference in the journey of your life

Barbra Streisand
2013-06-17



stories carry us into other lives evoking feelings so real they impress it s moments outside this world where the new can be extravagant surprising unthinkable or
deliciously bucolic and so between one and the other we get involved in an intriguing way either we can t interrupt the reading at all or we do it moved by the urgency in
dividing the intense fascination

Opera on the Couch
1873

first published in 2006 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Soul on the Couch
2003-04

A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Paper in All Its Branches
2005-09

The Slouch in the Couch
2021-01-26

Lessons from the Couch
2014-05-01
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